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ABSTRACT.

NOTCHING is more characteristic of the age in which we live than the
it growth of sanitary science. Health, with length of days in the
land, has always been one of the main objects of human desire, but
was usually an individual pursuit. Except under the Mosaic law, public
health or sanitation has never to such an extent as at present been the
conscious aim of the community. The great lawgiver was wise in wedding
sanitation and religion. Health and holiness have a common derivation,
and should always be in intimate relationship. Everything that concerns
the welfare of the human race should be regarded as sacred. The history
of the movement towards sanitation is epitomised in that of The Royal
Sanitary Institute, which thirty-five years ago originated with the demand
for the spread of greater sanitary knowledge, and passing from strength with
its growth has exercised a continually increasing influence for good on the
health of the nation. The Institute goes even further afield than the
United Iiingdom, and assumes an Imperial character. Under its auspices,
examinations are held in India, Australia, Canada, South Africa and
other parts of His Majesty’s dominions. Bills relating to water supply,
sewers, dairies, and other such subjects come within its ken, and in the
fate of these measures the consideration and action of the Institute has
often been a determining factor. The whole world is indebted to the
Institute for the prominent part it played in organising the second Inter-
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national Congress on School Hygiene in London in 1907. We have now
learned that to box children’s ears is not a good way to reprove them for
defective hearing, nor does hitting them over the head with a rule cure
short-sightedness. Nothing of moment in matters of public health escapes
the notice of the Institute, which may be said to be a conning tower in
directing the battle of science against disease. The Institute holds fre-

quent sessional meetings in the great centres of population, as well as an
annual congress, and no happier choice than the royal town of Brighton
could have been made for the meeting place of this the twenty-fifth
Congress. Here the Goddess Hygeia finds her favoured home.

The Municipal Authorities have spared no pains to establish and main-
tain the reputation of the town as an object lesson in sanitation. Much
credit for this is due to Dr. Newsliolnie, who, faithful in the discharge of
his duties as medical officer of Brighton, was selected for the eminently
responsible position of Principal Medical Officer of the Local Government
Board, and has thus been promoted to be as it were the sanitar,y ruler, not
of one, but of many cities. Dr. Duncan Forbes, his successor and Hon.
Local Secretary to the General Committee of the Congress, ably upholds
the traditions of the office.

In considering the enormous strides made of late years in sanitary
science it is interesting to enquire whether this advance is an isolated and

unrelated phenomenon, or whether it is one of the many manifestations of
an ever increasing recognition of the claims of the common life as

transcending the mere interests of the individual. The phrase that an
Englishman’s house was his castle passed as a truism not many years ago,
but nowadays neither drawbridge nor portcullis can bar the path of the
sanitary inspector.

)Ian is a gregarious animal, and in nothing is the interdependence
of society more marked than in the general liability to disease. From

this no class is exempt, diseases originating in consequence of depraved
conditions of life among the poor soon involve the well to do also. Noxious

germs, capable only in the first instance of effecting a lodgment in poorly
protected bodies, soon acquire a virulence which enables them to overcome
greater powers of resistance. Wealth and rank cease to confer any immu-

nity from attack. The bacillus proclaims the solidarity of humanity.
The prevention and treatment of disease becomes therefore a matter of
common concern in which all are equally interested, and the rapid develop-
ment of the science of sanitation is due to the growth of a corporate
consciousness and may be accepted as one of the signs of a synthetic age.

’ 

Cleanliness, fresh air, pure food and prevention of infection are the
key notes of modern medicine. The Englishman’s cold tub has been
exalted into a fetish, but it has greater moral than cleansing virtue. In

winter it teaches a man to set his teeth and prepare for the worst. The

Japanese can give us a lesson as to the superior cleansing power of hot
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water, which we may also derive from the extent of the Thermae of ancient
Rome. Is it not somewhat of a reproach that the Therms of the city of
Bath, now so contracted in extent, covered in Roman days an area of six
or seven acres. In every city ample provision for baths should be made
available for the masses. It is the nature of man as of many other animals
to disport himself in the water. How the youngsters delight to plunge in
every pool of water, even if it be a puddle in a br ickfield, and what a
wholesome and invigorating influence it has upon them. How godlike
the little urchins appear a minute after they have cast off the slough of
their greasy garments.

But cleanliness should not be confined to external appearance, other-
wise it is like making clean the outside only of the cup and platter. We
ure indeed careful of the water we drink, but how about the air we
breathe. Dirt on the skin is of little consequence compared to the
admission of air laden with impure exhalations into the lungs, where
it is brought into intimate contact with the blood and pollutes the
whole body at the source. It is true that recent years have witnessed
some improvement in this respect; a generation ago there were streets
in London where from year’s end to year’s end not so much as the
chink of an open window could be seen; so that many a fashionable

drawing-room was, from the hygienic standpoint, dirtier than a gipsy tent.
The ventilation of our theatres also is not as bad as it was ; in some it is

possible to sit through a play without that feeling of oppression on the
forehead which foul air induces. It is, perhaps, in railway travelling that
those who love to keep their bodies pure suffer most. There are smoking
carriages for those who affect the weed, why not fresh air carriages also in
which any occupant could demand that one at least of the windows should
be kept open? The objectors generally express the fear of catching cold.
It is high time that this fallacy were exploded. What is called a cold
in the head is an infectious disease, and is caught nowhere so readily
as in close compartments. Fresh air, far from being the cause, is the
best preventive. Colds are unknown at sea or in the Australian bush,
even when one sleeps out in the rain, but so soon as the traveller reaches
l~is destination the close carpeted or curtained hotel ensures his infection ;
so that symptoms of a severe catarrh usually develop within a week of
landing. The ventilation of railway carriages, especially of some Pullman
cars, needs improvement. The lower part only of the windows can be
opened for a few inches, just opposite the waistcoat, and a blast as from a
bellows is concentrated on the most vulnerable portion of the body. The

opening should of course be at the top, where the maximum of ventilation,
with the minimum of draught, can be secured. Of the pernicious effects
of stagnant air the best proof is furnished by back-to-back houses, where
the mortality is 15 to 20 per cent. higher than the average.

In regard to the supply of pure food great progress has been made
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during the last ten years under the Local Government Board. The cr~-
of interference with trade is less heard and still less heeded, the welfare of
the people has come to be recognised as the supreme law. It is easier now
to obtain good milk and butter in London than in any part of the country.

In preventive measures against disease a great change has also taken
place; precautions which a few years ago would have been regarded as
ludicrous are now the order of the day. The advocate of prevention of
spitting on the footpatlmsed to be called faddists, but now the body of
public opinion is thoroughly with them. The footpaths of a city if not

kept quite like the deck of a man-of-war should at least be fit to walk
upon. The pampered la.p dogs of luxury are great offenders iu this

respect. Not only do they make the side walks filthy, but as the hosts of
a toenia which causes the dreaded hydatid in man they are a source of
danger to the public. Scavengers are to be seen constantly at work

cleaning the roads for the horses, but the footpaths are neglected. A

small additional tax might well be levied on urban dogs to provide for this
service.

The ghastly spectre of consumption is shrinking under the benign
influences of light and air. Through the discovery of the offending
mosquito the deadly stations on the African coast may almost be said to
have been converted into health resorts. There is, hO’H>vcr, one notorious

exception to the general advance in the prevention of disease. Among
infectious diseases there is a fearful malady whicli has monopolised tin-

term of contagious disease and is exercising a devastating Influence on the
health of the race. In the case of most infectious diseases, such as scarlet
fever and typhoid, the patient either recovers or dies, and any resultant
sequelae end with the life of the individual and are not transmitted to the
progeny, but not so with this fell scourge which inflicts untold misery on
generations yet unborn. This problem has to be faced and the prudery
which shirks it denotes not a virtue but a malevolent vice which should
not be permitted to be triumphant.

In these days of regulation there is one trade which should certainly
be conducted under licence. Once a citizen is seated and swathed in the
barber’s clmir he is rendered so helpless as to stand in need of protection.
The existence of barber’s itch is a disgrace to the community. I well
remember one case in which a barber’s dirty razor communicated the awful
disease to which I have just alluded. Clean implements and towels for
each customer should be compulsory. The offensive habit of blowing
down the neck to remove short hairs should be punishable. It should alto
be an offence for a grocer to blow open a bag in which eatables are to
be placed or to moisten his fingers with saliva in separating the papers for
tha.t purpose.

Good causes are never without allies. A favourable environment for the
work of the Institute is provided by garden cities, town planning, and better
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housing of the masses. The new science of eugenics is a strong reinforce-
ment. Some discussion has recently taken place as to the relation between
alcoholism and physical deterioration, and doubt has been cast on their
connection, but until indisputable proof is forthcoming it will be wiser

and safer to keep to the path of previously accepted opinion. Warning
may be taken from the error into which so distinguished a scientist as the
late Professor Koch fell when he claimed at the tuberculosis congress iu
London to have disproved the communicahility of tuberculosis from animals
to man. That statement caused consternation among those who, in the
face of much oppposition, had laboured hard for years to stamp out tuber-
culosis in cattle. Fortunately, I was able immediately to send to

Australia a cable from the most distinguished scientists expressing their
disagreement from the announcement. It is well to beware of premature
generalisations.

Much yet remains to be done towards extending compulsory notification
of disease, and in making provision for sickness and maternity insurance.
It is gratifying to see that at this Congress there is a conference of women
on hygiene under the presidency of the Countess of Chichester. When
women take up a question they mean business, and victory is never far off.
One of the signs of the times may be read in the Women’s Imperial Health
:Mission,which is caravaningEngland. Among the cinematographs displayed,
the most popular is that of the scientific washing of a baby. This will be an

improvement, on the practice of the old-time monthly nurse, who did not be-
lieve in such new fangled notions as a bath thermometer; they might be very
well for ignorant people, but are no good for them that had experience ; why,
if the water is too hot the baby turns red, and if it is too cold he turns blue,
and what more do you want ? It is to be hoped we shall soon see the last
of the swaddling clothes which cramp the infant limbs and of the rubber
teat whose constant suction deforms the tender tissues of the gums and

palate and upsets digestion. Perhaps mothers eager for the ill omens
of precocity will begin to realise the iniquity of attempting to teach

very young children to write. Such fine movements of the muscles of
the hand and eye made prematurely are a fertile cause of squinting and
disordered muscular action.

Coincident with the advance of interest in public health there has
been a corresponding improvement in the status of the medical mall.

The medical officer of health is now invested with large administrative
powers and quasi-magisterial functions, and may be said to have become
a high priest of our social salvation. What the physician is to the single
patient, that this Congress is to the public at large. Its members are the

physicians of the community, and in no more nobler work can men and
women be engaged than in that of maintaining and improving the health
of the race. This is, indeed, truly religious work, and generations yet
unborn will arise and bless the memory of those taking part in it.
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